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ABSTRACT\

The purpose of the paper is to define forpotential
users of vocational education management information 'systenn-a
quantitative analysis technique and its utilization to facilitate
more effective planning of vocational education programs. Defining'
linear programming (LP) as .a management technique used to solve
complex resource allocation problems in business,, government, and
,industry,, this paper also discusses the potential. of LP for
vocational education planning', its relationdhip to a vocational
educational management information,syitem, and the strength* and
veakpesses of linear programming' for vocational education planning. A
preliminary vocational education.planning node' illustrates 4she
dynamic aspects and variations in the model and offers a
representative model output. Finally, strategy 'is proppsed'for the
development and implementation of the model. A seven page appendix
offers a stAtic preliminary! State vocational education linear,
programming,plinning model. (Author/14)
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FOREWORD
Resource allocation decisions required of state directors of vocational education continue to be
difficult and challenging as they, attempt to nieet the needs of both individuals and society. This is
in-parr due to the need for improved evaluative information. To assist in meeting this need, The
Center for Vocational and Technical Education is in the process of developing a Management Information System for Vocational Education ( MISVE.). MISVE brings together for analyses a quantity
of specific data needed tosupport managetnent decisions through the identification of needs, opportunities, and problems.' Broadly speaking, the information includes analyses of the labor market,
demography, program costs; and impact on stuilents. SOme kind of mechanism is needed to synthesize and evaluate the large number of variables that become involved in such a comprehensive view.
Linear programming; as a methodoltSgy, is discussed in this report.

We are indebted to the authors who collaborated in the preparation of this report: Robert C.
Young, formerly a research and development specialist at The Center; now with the International
Labor Organization, Geneva, Switzerland; Stanley Monts, professor of management, European
Institute for Advanced Studies in Management, Brussels, Belgium; and Albert B. Bishop, professor
of industrial and systems engineering, The OhloSsate-University. The authors also acknowledge the
helpful comments of Henry M. Levin, associate professor, School of Education and Department of
Economics, Stanford University. -

.

Special recognition is (due to Dean Jamison, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey;
and George Copa, Research Coordinating Unit for Vocational education, University of Minnesota,
for their efforts in reviewing this report,

Robert E. Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education
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LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PLANNING

1.a

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of This Paper

The purpose of this paper is to define for potential users of vocatibnal education management
information systems a quantitative analysis technique and its utilization to facilitate more effective'
planning of vocational education programs. The nature a linear programming (LP) will be defined,
as well,as its potential for vocational education planning, its relation to a vocati9nateducation management information system, the strengths and weaknesses of LP for vocational education planning,
variations on the LP theme that enhance its flexibility and utility to the user, and a proposed strategy for the development and implementation of the model.
,°

,

What is Linear Programming?

Linear programming (LP) is a management technique used formore than twenty years to solve
complex resource allocation problems in business, government, and industry. It can be used to solve
problems of minimizing cost or maximizing a measure of performance or effectiveness (usually called
the :3_:jective function9 subject to limitations on resource availability and other constraints. LP also
may be used to analyze the consequence's for the value of the objective function (e.g., the number of
students achieving eithei prescribed skill levels, entry-level jobs, or minimum levels of job satisfaction)
of alternative patterns'of resource allocatiorhor.policy constraints within which the system might
operate (e.g., no more than a 10 percent reduction in enrollments for an/ vocationabeducation service
area or specific program within a servicqarea). Linear programming can consider alternative objective
functions, analysis of policies to maximize alternate objective functions, and the consequences of
changes in objective functions, levels of resource availability, and other policy constraints. These LP
techniques assume, of course, that the relevant variables are known and that at least rough approximations are available concerning the relationships between variables..

Who Has Usetainear Programming?
Among the non-educational uses ofiinear programming (LP) is that of determining the lowest
cost blends satisfying-certain constraints in numerous industries: good; oil, steel, a7tcl so on The
animal feed mix problem is an example of such a problem, the objective being to o:kermine the
lowest cost feed having minimum nutritional level's specified as well as having upper nd lower limits
on such factors as calories'and weight. LP has also been used to allocate production,Of a la ge company;
different plants, taking into consideration production facility limitations, cost
co of roduction,
and transportation. The uses are too numerous to enumerate, but a good bibliography is available (Gass).
.

/3
G.

Linear programming has also been used for the analysis of educational resource allocations.
Bowles, for example, constructed a linear programming formulation for northern Nigeria in which
'the private returns to education are maximized subject to'limitations on teacher availability (allowing
for importation and teacher training), flow constraints requiring that students complete one year of
study before undertaking the next, and limitations on other resources. Bowles also includes constraints on social or public expenditures, initial student availability, and market demand for graduates.
Uging parametric programming (see section below: "Variations in the Model"), all solutions to the
problem as the total present value of total social expenditure changes can be found.
Bruno proposed using linear programming to replace simplistic formulas for allocating stay
funds among school districts. His constraints specify that a minimum foundation level of.support
must be met, either from state funds or from local tax revenues. There are limitations on funds
available, as well as maximum and minimum percentage' levels of state and local funds to be used
overall. He also proposes constraints for limiting the payment above the state support,,levelt, among
other constraints. The California Junior College state suppOrt program was studied, using the model,
and it was found that it was possible to equalize the expenditure over all districts, thereby increasing
the minimum expenditure level per student by about 2.5 percent without using additiOnal resources.
McNamara proposed a linear programming model for the allocation of vocational education
funds. He estimates the demand for and supply of graduates of non-vocational education (those
trained formally in public or private institutions) in each occupational field. Additional graduates
may be trained via vocational education; the residu.:11 market for graduates is assumed to be known
for each program. The objective is to maximize the number of individuals trained, subject to the
constraints of school capacity, funds, teachers, and so on. No mobility is assumed. The model is
applied to data for the Philadelphia labor market area for the years 1969-1971. The principal' weaknesses of this model are its assumptionsif the objective function is to be worthy of maximization
that training related placements reflect relative economic gains for students, that student interests
will be sufficient to fill all training slots funded, and that theeconomic, psychological; or other
benefits generated for the indiyidual or society are identical, regardless of the program lu which the
student enrolls.1

Linear Programming and Management Inforination Systems,

The quality of the.outPut from linear Programming models en be no better, of course, than the
quality of the inputs into the computer, including the quali:y of the model itself, the reasonableness

1For additional uses of linear programming in education, see ERIC documents ED 61283,
ED 59524, ED 52526, ED 52527 (similar to 52526), ED 51563, ED 46250-, ED 2g525, ED 26736,
ED 30430, ED 14912, ED 14914, ED 14915, ED 18114, ED 18957, ED 19884, and ED 20677.
After stating, "To date, almost no use has been made of linear programming for the solution of
problems in education," Van Dusseldorp, Richardson, and Foley, indicate they expect"`its use will
° rapidly increase as educators become more familiar with this tool."
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of the resource constraint assumptions, and the nature of the (alternative) objective function(s).
These inputs may be derived entirely from an empirical data base, when data are unaivailable. Best
guesses (based on surveys, Delphi, gaming, interviews, etc.) may serve as reasonable prbxies until
better empirical data are available. As a LP model evolves, or picks up sophistication, the data requirements will gradually increase. Initially, a model might take.the form of the McNamara model.
To this might be addedkinformation in a priority order such as the following: first, data on vocational
student course preferences; second, aptitude data; third, follow-up information oh vocational student
earningsand job satisfaction; fourth, data from general, vocational, and college preparatory student
follow-ups, etc.2 The use of the model while it is evolving froml'germination to full fruitidn will be
discussed below. The important point to be made here is that the LP model will help structure the
organization of masses of data into constraints and an objective function.; Without this structure,
the approach to decisions may be haphazard and the sheer volume of data-might overwhelm the.
decision-maker. Using LP, the deCision-maker will be assisted by his interaction with the computer
and his capability will be enhanced to 'identify needed data and generally make better decisions. Any
fears held by the decision-maker of being replaced by the computer are nonsense.

Outline of the Paper
Subsequent sections will discuss sever aspects of linear programming for vocational education
planning. The following ques ions will be ex
examined What is the meaning of "linear" programming?
What are the roles of constrat is in the,modek What will the overall model look like? What are the
strengths of the model? Wha are the weaknesses of the model? And, finally, what are reasonable
steps to be followed in buildi g and implementing the model?

2Oklahoma's State Department of Vocational and Technical Education, is currently developing
a LP model using the U.S. Department of Labor's.General, Aptitude Test Battery scores to reflect
aptitudes and so. provide an aptitude tonstraint for program funding.

ON LINEAR PROGRAMMING
The Meaning of "Linear" Programming
.

I

Linear programming is so called because the relationships between the inputs into a system.and
the outputs from that system may be depicted graihicalirthrouglpkraight line relationships. This
means that linear programming can be used provided that the objective tobe maximized and the
constraints
upon maximization can be expressed as linear eqUalities and inequalities. In other words,
r.
every unit of a particular product must require the same amount of each resource for production and
contribute the same amount t6 the function being maximized or minimized. An example of this
.,
1,would be where the addition of S30,000 might be necessary to support an additional thirty students
regardless of whether t e state had ten thousand-or "twenty thousand students currently on its roster.
If cost per capita incred ed disproportionately with the increase of enrollment, so that linear assump.
tions would be
unsatisfActory;linear programming might beinappropriate.3
,

The Objective Function

The objective functi n is that output from the
that is to be maximized (or minimized,'
if the objective function i a cost function). In industry there, is general agreement that long-run.
profits (in some sense) mi ht be the objective function to e maximized bylthe firm. T.n vocational
education, there would he substantially more debate abou the objective: Is it job satisfaction for
the students? Income? Training-related plaCements? Dropoutreduction? Social welfare? Other?,
Or some index riumber'refleting a weighted average of seeral kittls of impact scores?
Art,important relate question is the. extent of the re, aurce allocations to maximize alternative
objertivefunctions. This is orie of the benefits of linear programming: The model can tell us, given
an'appropriate data base or beSt reasonable guesstimate4 for the impact of particular programs,
whether maximizing income will also tend to matmize joh satisfaction, training-related placem,aus,
etc.; and the number of stuclerits,who satisfactorily complete high school. Similarly, it would teil us
the ai\iount of income that would be sacrificed by not maximizing income if we maximizejob satiifaction.

3In certain circumstances, such as when logarithmic or piecewise linear functions may be used,
non-linear relationships may be modi ied for linear programming. See, for example, Hadley or Zionts.

.

,

One might use the most optimisc, expected, and most pessimistic guesses to provide estimates
for the probable limits otlthe impact o programs. The techniques for LP under uncertainty have
already been developed, and more preci e statistical methods may be used,iii certain cases.

7

,

:-.)Multiple Objectives

In addition to using LP, for telling ui the allocations for maximizing One objective function
rather than another, LP may also be used to indicate maximization allocatiOnsior one objective
function, given that we wait to achieve minimum satisfactory levels of output in other dimensions.
For example, \? t.ell-developed LP might suggest the allocation that maximizes' entry wages for graduates subject to the constraints, say, of a-minimum training-related placement rate, a maximum cost
per graduate, and/oriome_minimum level of job ,satisfaction. This is one way of dealing with the
problem of multiple objectives5 and does, of course, require trade -offs that canno\ be determined
solely hough the use of the computer itself but must be made by the decision-mdcers. Neither
the computer nor linear programming
avo:1 the bargaining process, but
LP model can display for the decision-makers the consequences of their "bargains."

Problem Constraints

Constraints, in linear programming, are restrictions imposed on the system, or its lineal model,
as it attempts to maximize the output reflected in its objective function. Constraintg that might be
\
\

.

\

;

.

1

5AU ther means for dealing with the problem of multiple objectives is to devellop an index.
- number f the impact of the program on several objectives. The curricula might be ranked accordr`ing to thei impact on'each of the criteria, the ranks summed (see Figure 1 below) an/ d the LP might
then maxi ize the sum of the products of the summary impact index times the number of students
terminating rom the respective program.
.

Fig. 1 CURRICULAR IMPACT RANKS AND
INDICES AND PRIORITY RANKS (HYPOTHETICAL)

Rankine`
Criteria
SOSO a AV Ma..

4

4

11

1 (Highest)

1

1

2

\4

4 (Lowest)

2

3

1

6

3

9

2

Nurse

Filing Clerk

i

Child Care

1

.

2

Programmer

*Cell scores reflect the ranks of the curricula's impacts upon the columns' evaluation criteria.
I

For further discussion, see Young, Clive, and- Miles:
0

imposed on a linear program for vocational education planning include dollar resources, teachers,
classroom space, interested students, minimum acceptable average entry wages for graduates, maxi.mum expenditure levels per graduate or terminee, 'maximum rates of program reduction, estimated
net occupational openings related to the training curricula, student aptitudes, and the manner in
which certain funds may be expended. The decision-makers and planning analysts in the state` must
decide Which constraints are real and fixed and which may be subject to influence.6 These constraints.may Wen be specified,in the overall model as limitations within which the planners and administrators must operatep maximize the objective function.?
...

Weaknesses oftinar PrOgrattiming-',
Qne of the big problems.irrusing linear progratraning for.vocationalcedmatison.planning, is the
necessity of developing.a data base and analytical capacity to support an LP model that yvin be more
than superficial and avoid dysfuctional'allocations. Development of such data bases is expensive
and requires first-rate-management to design the data collection, organization; and analysis so thht
it is supportive rather than dominant in, planning. While such data bases may be costly, if managemerle is committed to a sophisticated mariagernent information system, the additional cost (beyond
the cost of the data base) of linear programming analysis becomes relatively modest.
.
,

Atiother problem, referred to elsewhere in this paper, is that relationships between the'inputs
and the outputs of the system must be'such that they may be modeled using linear functions: -There
are instances where nonlinear relationships may be reasonably approximated for LP purposes through
the use of piecewise linear or logarithmic functions.
Finally, comprehension of linear programming output,is, not necessarily instinctive,and it will
be necessary for the analysts to train management to understand the data displays and/or the signi,ficanCe of selected data from the programs. This is a concern not to be overlooked and is facilitated
if the model is developed with the close cooperation of the planner or model-builder an the decisionmaker.
Strengths of Linear Programming

N

.

Most ohese strength are mentioned elsewhere but will be
hete. The basic argument
in its support is, of course, that the model forces the decision- makers and analysts to think about the
6For example. if legislators'are shown that vocational education, enhances the state fiscal position, more vocationaFeducation resources may be made available.
7Whereas in solving a'system of equations for a unique solution, in general, the number.of
unknowns must be equal to ti_te number of equations; in LP the number of unknowns (alternative
processes, "activities", or "decisio variables" in LP terminology, to which resources yvill be allocated) must be greater than the numberf.constraint,s expressed by the equations.

`0.

relationships between the inputs and the outputs. Asa result of careful analyses of these relation,
ships,--and with the assistance of the computer in synthesizing torturous masses of data, linear programming Will -facilitate better decisions by the decision-maker and thuS more cost- effective. programs.
Basic Hy, the way thost-effectiveness and improved decision-making
are facilitated is by facili,
tating the discovery, through iterations with the model, of the consequences of alternative planning
decisions. Through these iterations, the decision-maker is able to move closer to the maximization\
of the objective& he has specified within the constraints he has identified. This efficiency may come
from unsuspected consequences of trade -offs or from the.analysis of the benefits of yet untried
,

alternatives.

i

,

A secondary benefit from LP is that, because the model must be developed through iterations
with the dectsion-makers, the model will also facilitate the determination of data that are necessary
and unnecessary for planningpurposes. Consequentlirsonie costs snay be saved due to .the eliMinac-tion of Imnecessary data, and critical data oversights may also beidentified. Finally, as thepodeling
and planning staff gain the confidence of tht key decision-makers, the model-builders will find it
easier to-; use tile Vast experience of the decision-makers and incorporate it into the model. Both the
objective function and the constraints may then be carefully structured into a vocationaleducation
LP model.

B.
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PRELIMINARY VOCATIONAL
-EDUCATION PLANNING MODEL_
A:

.

Linear prdgramming models evolve with the increasing sophistication of their related analyses
and data bases and the enhanced specificity of the constraints in which the system operate's. Although the ultimate-objective of theproject is to build as sophistic/fld a model as data and reasonable resources will support, at this stagre Only a simplified model will be presented. Alternative
objective functions and constraints are presented for two basic reasons: first, *different states may
specify different goals and constraints and, second, a-tly state may want to examine the programrnatic conseqUences of 'alternative obje five functions or alternative levels or compositions of the
..
constraints.
.

.

,.

.

Initially the preuminary,model'scgrosS statewide and service area data inputs and outputs will
be specified, with increasing sub -state andscurridular code detail being added to the model over time.
Time Will also enable the collection and analysis of additional kinds of 'datat("%g., value added), which
will incrementally enable the modelo° Provide better dutlines for the detailed guidance of the vocational system. The cohcepts that will be examined in both the preliminary and the sophisticated
version's of the model are compared below, While the appendix describes the preliminary Model in `
mere elaborate algebraic form. .
.

-

' A few comments are in order regarding the format (Figure 2) for indicating the alternative objective functions, constraints, and coefficients for the activity levels in the object functions and the
constraints. First, the initial objective functions are suggested for the reasons stated in the first paragraph of this section. Similarlyfor constraints, several are suggested and more, eventually, will be
mandatory for the user of the model. Those objectives and constraints which are most critical may
be tested, compared, rejected, or modified, within the limits of the back-up data system. The preliminary version of thelmodel, however, will include objective functions that are widely, agreed to be
important. More extensive objectives and constraints will eventually be available..,
Dynamic Aspects of the Model
bLinear piogrr amming can deal with the dynamic problem of allocating resources over tirde. Several point's should be Mentioned here. First, some means must be adopted for dealing with the problem of the relotive value of benefits received in the nea future as opposed to those likely in the more
distant future. Discounting, with either an agreed upon or a range of discount rates, is the standard
approach to this problem.
Pf

A second dynamic aspect is that longitudinal data become very important because of the entire
ec
set of private:Aand public benefits due to vocational education. in the early phases.of the project,
(text continued on page 14)
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Fig. 2 MODEL CONCEPTS
Preliminary Model

Sophisticated Mbdel

-

ALTERNATIVE
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
IA.'

Maximize the aggregate entry
earnings of terminees for the
year, following the current
planning year.

Maximize' the net valtie added
to discounted terminee earnings,
'"controllingfor earnings of'
siinaki students from the `.
general and/or college preparatory curriculuin; by USOE
code-or-course.

Maximize the sum, of the products,
over all service areas, of 1[(median
earnings forteeminees in the labor

force) (numberof territneeiin the
?labor force min higher ecitication)l
[enrollment in tIQ service areal
- Inumber of planned 'admissions 1..j

IIA

Maximize the number of students '

IIA&B .Same, with greater detail 'within

placed on training-related jobs..
IIB

Maximize.the number of students
placed on jobs, regardless, of
whether related or not.

IIIA

Maximize the number ofltudents
obtaining related jobs or continuing with related higher educa-

service areasi

IIIA&B
:

'

Same, with greater detail within
service areas.

tion.
111B

IV

Maximize the number of students
obtainingjobs or continuing
with higher education, regardless
of whether related or not.
Maximize the sum of job satisfaction scores.

IV

Samei

greater detail within

serv'We'areas.

(Continued)
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Fig. 2 MODEL CONCEPTS (Continued)
Preliminary Model.

Sophisticated Model

; OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
(doillinded)
-V-

Maximize the sum-of the products,
by service area, of the impact
inde4x times enrollments (this
.
maximizes an objectiNefunction
composed of severatweighted
outputs).,-

V
",

Same,
with greater detail within
,
service areas and more sophisticated impact indexei.

VI, Maximize the ,iet value added to
the fiscal position of govertn.tents.

s

VII

Maximize the het social benefits
above social costs for the vocational education system:

CONSTRAINTS

,Training-related forecasted openings, net
of supply from other sources as proyided by the state employment
security agency.

Improved net openings data, which may
inclnde,some information on on-thejob training and occupational mobility
patterns.

Numbers of students who might reasonably
be expected to enroll in specific vocational edutation programs during the
relevant years.

Same, based on betterlempirical data.

Minimum proportion of funds that must
be spent on disadvantaged students
(15 percent for federal funds).

Same

Minimum proportion of funds to be spent
on those who have completed or left

Same

high school (15 percitent of federal
funds).

(Continued)
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Fig. 2 MODEL CONCEPTS (Continued)
.

Preliminary Model

Sophisticated Model
CONSTRAINTS
(Continued)

Minimum proportion of funds to be
spent on the handicapped (10
percent of federal funds).

Same

Total vocational education dollars

Dollar resources available, classified by
type qf expenditure permissible
(e.g., capital as opposed to aperatikg
budgets).

r

available.

Minimum satisfactory levels of job satisfaction, say, tjlose levels achieved
by the typical t-eneral education
graduates.

Number of students who Rave completed
one level (say, the junior year) and
are available tb enter the subsequent
level the following year.
I

The dropout rate of the students.
The rate of entry or reentry of new or
former students into the various
levels of the syste'm..

'Aptitude scores of students, which may
be compared to minimallevels
necessary for adequate job performance.

Teacher supply, for specific courses, where
this is a significant constraint.

(Continued)
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Fig. 2 MODEL CONCEPTS (pontinued),
Preliminary :Model

Sophisticaied Model

"ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS

Entry wage earned by terminee of a
service area.

.

The net increase in earning power of
gaduates due to* specific vocational education USOE code programs, number of, and kind of
courses taken.
.

-

Cost per FTE in each vocational education service area.

Cost per enrollee in each specific vocational education course.

1

Job satisfaction of students by program
areas.

Student curricula to jobs flow data, by

Job satisfaction. of Students due to
particular courses:

Same, by program area. (USOE code).

service area.

The distribution of aptitude Scores by
students who take jobs in particular
occupations.
Classroom and oth capital requirements
such as equipment, including their
costs, for specific courses.

Impact upon the fiscal position of the
state due td the course, program,.
and service area.

Net contribution to the economic welfare
of the community due to the course,
'program,,and service areas.

It

4

Effect upon training related placement
rate of the program due to investment
in specific courses.

Sydent flow data, on the sources of students for particular classes.

"Due to" is used here in the sense of "statistically determined by" rather than reflecting
a cause and effect relationship.
15

short-term follow-up data, perhaps supplemented with analyses from comparable longitudinal Studies
(such as that of the Ohio State UniVersity Center for Human Resource Research), can' be utilized as
,proxies for long-term benefits. But this short-term data shotild later be replaced as longterm 'followups are implemented.

A third point, regarding the model's time dimension, is that it is important to deal with vocational education's capital and operating budgets simultaneously so that allocations may be made
immediately for those programs that will require capital facilities in the future. This is the obvious
trade-off between more operating programs now and more operating programs in the future. The
model would be ableto tell us, then, the optimal split between capital and operating funds and the
cost of not so allocating resources between those budgets.
Finally, it shoF l be mentioned that one of the beauties of such a-model is that it forces the
planner and decision-inaker to recognize some dynank and cost relationships that might otherwise
be overlooked. For example, state divisions osFvocational education often have infortnition on
annual cost per full'-tithe equivalent by service area To the extent that those cost figuree.and benefits from the respective programs ire relatively similar for vocational education graduates kross service areas, the model will tend to support those relatively short-term (say, one-, two-, or threesemester programs such as distributive education) rather than relatively long programs (such as a
fieur-year agricultural education program). Of course, if the benefits of the three- or four-year program are sufficiently great to warrant funding over the longer, period Of time; then resources would
be so allocated. In other words, the LP model would tend to underscore the importance of the
length of time over which funds should be provided to a specific. cohort of students. Unless benefits
were sficiently great to compensate for higher costs, shorter programs would be funded.

Variations in the Model
/4

As stated above, the basic output from a linear programming analysis is a set of resource aliocations that should maximize the achievementpf the goals) of the system. In addition to the
optimum allocation among programs, LP is also able to point out to the user the consequences for
'program effectiveness of deliberately providing non-optimal levels of resources to programs-8

8There are several kinds.of such related analyses. One, the analysis of "changing limits," or the
effect on output of a one unit change in the constraints on the right-hand side of the model's equations (see Appendix), referred to as the marginal value, also yields information on the range over
which the marginal vaLe applies. A second, "profit range" analysis, yields the ranges ovei..which
changing the objective function coefficients will not cause changes in the optimum activity levels.
A third "reduced cost" or reduced profit analysis, reveals the consequences for output of resources
being provided to one unit of an activity not funded in the optimum set of programs. A fourth such
analysis, of "trade-offs," examines the effect upon all the basic variables of a one unit change in an
activity or a constraint. A fifth, "technological sensitivity" analysis, examines the sensitivity of the
system's output to a small change in a coefficient of a constraint, A sixth such analysis, "parametric
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Parametric programming is among the more useful of these analyses and enables the simultaneous
;examination of non-Marginal changes in several constraints, the objective function, or any of the
activities proposed for funding. In other words, linear programming and its variations can tell us
not only what Would be the optimal allocation but also, through its various subroutines, what would
be the cost of small or large modifications in the.Optimal allocation of resources.

Representative Model Output,
While linear programming analyses are capable of providing a great deal of information, as discussed in the previous section, its analysis must be focused for the decision-maker. Thus, tables
with some of the key output from LP analysis are presented in Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 3, ciplumn
one represents the fact that the program May be run against various objectives, several of which are
presented .here. Column two represents the potential value of the objective function if one objective is maximized, or the impact on that secondary objective if another objective is maxiniized.
Column three presents the loss in value for one objective if another is maximized. The fourth column, or set of columns, reflects the composition of enrollments (hypothetical) necessary to maximize that row's objective. Figure 3, then, emphasizes the fact that to maximize one 'objective, a
price is paid (a trade-off) in terms of reducing the impact upon the other objectives. Figure 4 simply,
illustrates that as one changes the objective function to be maximized, i price is paid in terms of a
reduction in the value of other Outputs.' The inability to simultaneously maximize. all 'objective functions means that to maximize, say; placements imposes a cost (or trade-off) of $250,000 in wages,
a reduction in average job 5.tisfaction from 5.1 to 3.0, and forty related placements, compared to
the possibilities if those sither objective function's were maximized.

programming," examines the responsiveness of output to non-marginal changes in more than one of
the variables, changes in either the constraints, objective funCtion, or activities included which may
result in the addition or deletion of certain activities from the production process.
e
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BUILDING. AND IMPLZMENTJNG
THE MODEL:
Next Steps

Following general agreement by the program planners and administrators concerning the outline of a preliminary LP, model such as the one proposed-herein,teveral subsequent steps appear
reasonable. A few comments will be made about each.
1.
.

2.

Elaborate upon, formulate, and solve a simplified problem of the type proposed here.
Approximately two people will be needed for one or two months: a person knowledgeable in state vocational education operations and an operations research specialist.
In addition, a computer time-sharing budget.to cover approximately sixty minutes of
computational time will be= needed (not including the cost of the telephone or terminal).
These estimates assume existence of the data, some manipulation of it into LP formats,
and some debugging of programs.
*
Present the ideas in a one-day or half-day seminar to a group of about four'or five state
vocational education decision-makersall from the same state, but not all from the sane
agency. Alter it and incorporate their suggested changes to the simple model on the spot,
using conflicting objectives. Those involved in Step 1 as Well as the decision-tnakers will
be involved. About 15 minutes of time-shared eompute'r service will he required.
o

3.

Based on the result of Step 2, develop a larger scale version of the model (e.g., disaggregating by districts, USOE curricula, capital-operating budgets, and adding additional
constraints). Develop a data-information system to support it. During this phase, maintain a close liaison with the state vocational education decision-makers. This step will
require about six months' to one year's development on the part of two or three individuals (e.g., including an operations research specialist, and a vocational education planner) plus about 20 hours of computer time. At the end of this phase, a preliminary
report will be prepared and the product will be presented to the state education agency.
If the data files and formats are consistent, the model, because of its generality, could
be developed for several/states simultaneously with only moderate additional costs.
/

4.

Work together with the state education agency to alter as necessary and implement the
model. Prepare a final report for distribution to other state agencies. This step will require about two or three people for a six-month period, plus about 20 hours in con)puter time.
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5.

Thee eventual.operational.costs of a moderately sophisticated system (a 500-equation
model), above the cost of a management information system (assuming this systein
to be in accessible form on tape), are estimated to be 5 hdurs in computer time and
one man -month of the MIS systems analyst's time, in addition to the teletype ter;
minal used for the rest of the MIS operations. These are conservative estimates bsed
on approximately fifty runs of the data annually.

Release of Model Output as It Evolves

The model will pickup sophistication in proportion to the quality of the improvement of its
database, the analyses oE that data, and the manipulation of that data into LP formats. Some argue
that some data is better than none, and therefore even preliminary data should be used if it is all
'that is-available. However, because of the possibly dysfunctional effects that might follow from the
use in planning of the output from the preliminary model, it is strongly recommended that crude LP
outputs not be disseminated beyond the developmental staff, with the exception of dissemination
for critique Or discussion rather than for implementation purposes. Thusresultg of early runs would
be used primarily for feedback purposes, namely to guide evolution, of the model from preliniinary
to more advanced forms and to indicate changes. needed in the darta base and information System.
The appendix that follows is presented as a more algebrakally'specific version of the general preliminary model discussed above.

4.

lj
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APPENDIX
A STATIC PRELIMINARY STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
LINEAR PROGRAMMING PLANNING MODEL

I. ALTERNATIVE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
In all cases, Z ig the function to be maximized, subjeCt to the constraints listed following the
alternative definitions of Z. In all eases,

where:
j = the subscript which ranges from one to eight and reflects the particular service area for which
that variable is representativie. The service areas and their representative values of j (and USOE
code numbers) are as follows:

r.=iagriculture (2.0000)
= distributive education (4.0000)
3 = health occupations (7.0000) .5k
4 = home economics (9.0000).
5 = office occupations,(143.0000)
6 = technical ed-ucation (16.0000)
7 = trade and industrial occupations (17.0000)
8 = other
.

v. = the coefficient, for the jth service area, reflecting the impact for the latest follow-up year
per admission- or enrollment into that service area upon the value being maximized in that
particular Objective function; ?ci = the number of planned admission's into service area j during
the implementation year estimated to contribute to the maximization of that particular objective function, within, of course, the constraint of student interest.

.

Because one of the objectives of all vocational education progiams is to provide a reasonable
number of students with services of some minimal benefits, administrative constraints might
be built into the system to not provide funds to any program costing morethan some maximum
per FTE (say, $2,000 or $2,500) or where median wages of graduates Ill below some minimal
level (say, $1.60 per hour). These would then be constraints on all objective functions, the
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former avoiding excessive concentration of resources among a few students and the latter dim-,
inating programs whose terminees fail to achieve a-bare minimum'of economic success. These
constraints would not be likely to be effective in the preliminary model becuase of the aggregation of all-programs within service areas, unless entire service areas served their students so
poorly.

As only tbe vi's will differ among the alternative objective functions below, the rest of the
definition of Z being identical to that above, the alternative objective functions will thus be
defined in terms of vj.
A.

Objective Function IA: Maximize the aggregate entry earnings of terminees for the.year.
following the current planning year.
ar-

v

= the edian (mean) income for service area j, the list of those from whom the-

median
is derived consisting of all terminees, including dropouts and graduates, employed as well as those. unemployed and not in the labor force, the latter
two groupS, obviously receiving O's to reflect their earnings.
B.

Objective Functi n IB: Maximize the sum of the v.J x.J 's where vj is defined as
'

Median (lean) earnings of
vj = termineeslin the labor force

X

Numb of terminees in the labor
force or in higher education

Enrollment in the service area during the period
for which the.above data were collected

Note: This is Lssentially different from "IA" in'that value is given not only to
explicit earnings but also to those who go, on to higher education, the assumption
being that vocational educatibn has contributed something of value when its graduates are able to continue in higher education. That value is cimsidered the same
as the earnings of their labor force peers and could, as an additional alternative,
be weighted more or less.
C.

Objective Function IIA: Maximize the number of students placed on training-related jobs.
v = the ratio of students placed in related jobs to admissions/enrollments.

D.

Objective Function IIB: Maximize the number of students placed on jobs, regardless
whether related or note
=v the ratio of the number of students placed on jobs to the number of admissions/
enrollments.
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E.

Objective Function I IIA:' Maximize the number of students obtaining related jobs or
continuing with related higher education.

vi = the ratio of the number of students entering either related education or
related jobs to enrollment/admissions kir that year.

F.

Objective Function Ii1B: Maximize the number of students obtaining jobs or continuing
with higher education, regardless of whether the jobs or education are related directly to
the training or not.

vj = the ratio of the nhmber of students obtaining jobs or continuing with higher
education to the-number of admissions /enrollments.

G.

Objective Function.IV: Maximize the sum of job satisfaction scores.

vj = the ratio of total job satisfaction scores to the total number of admissions/
enrollments.

H.

Objective Function V: Maximize the sum of the products, by service area, of the impact
index times enrollments.
vj = the impact index for service area j.

II.

'

BAIIC DECISION VARIABLES
D = designates person as being disadvantaged.
13.= designates a person.as not being disadvantaged.
0 = designates a Person as being out of high school.
C.) = designates a person as being in high school.
H = designates a person as being handicapped.
= designates a person as not being handicapped.

xj.13(51=1.= number of non-disadvantaged. non-handicapped. in high school people to be admitted
per year to programs in service area j: j = 1, ---, J.
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x

H.55

Rx.rX)

xiDOH

Same for other combinations of being or not being disadvantaged, ut of
high school, and handicapped. Total number of variables = 8J (nsi icluding

xiDC5F1

slacks).
x

H.DO

xj DOH

xi DO H

x.doh = general notation to refer to, ny given combination of being or not being disadvantaged,
out of high school.-and,bandicapped (referred to hereafter as "personal category 'doh' ").
Note: x as used in the preceding discussion of objective functions is related to the .dc'h as'
xJ
J'
follows:

jE

x,doh

o1,0

d=D,D

h.H.F1

III. CONSTRAINTS
A.

Forecasted Training-Related Openin &s in Area j

Mj = annual number of net openings forecast for area j.

ath = fraction of students in personal category "doh" enroll-ed iii programs in area 1c.
who take jobs in area j.
Constraints:
1

k=1

E. E

d=D,D

0:20,0

doh

ajk

doh
ak

M

j=1

J'

j

h=H,FI

Remark: If there is no cross-fertilization of areas, i.e., if none of those trained in area j
seek employment in any other area, these constraints become
doh

aij

d=D,D
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o=0.0

h=H,R

doh

where, ad oh = the portion of ciirollees from personal category "doh" in programs in area
j who seek related vocational employment.

B.

Availability of Total Number of Students
s = a set of service Areas, The possible sets include all possible combinations of the J
J), (1.2), (1,J). (2.3),
---(J-1.J). (1.2,3) ---.
service areas. e.g.. (1). (2`,
The number of such sets for J service areas is 2)-1. not counting the set
corresponding to no interest in any area.

Ns = the number of potential students with an interest in (and attributes for acceptance
in) programs in the s.ct of service areas..
Constraints: There are also 2.1 -1 constraints of the form:
doh

h=l0i

d=1),D

Ns

j=1,

Ns

1.10.1,

J

all s containing
J

EEE
d

o

doll

doll

s,

1.,

all s containing

h

.14

k, or both

EE E,xdoh
0

4oh

doh,.<

h

EzEz

z

j. k,

J

all s containing

J. k, 1 all

j. k, 1 of eombinations thereof

different

Ns

all s.

1=1

C.

Ns

Availabifit

of Subsets of Students 1)isadvantag,ed Out of High School Handicapped

Nd"h = the number of potential students mailable in personal category doh.

, .d0i1 = A% Craig(' program oh-i to UrrOrt
program in seryikc area is j = !.

0:42

J.

student in personal Lategor% "doh" in

A

Constraints:
1)

Disadvantaged:

BEE
J.1
2)

cl.D.O

gob xlloh

0.0.0

)s± E

h =H.H

0.0.0

1=1

h11,11

Out of High School:

oh doh

n

130-114

j

E

h dOh

dD.D 112H.F1

1=1

Handicapped:

3;

Ec(vh doh
di.D.D

I

D.

cDohx,Doh
,Doh

or0 .0

,s±

c.doH doH

)

daD,D os0.0

h

Budtet, (Funds to support the programs'
c.doh

average program cost to support one student in personal category 4doh" in
program in service area j: ja1. --. I.
Annual budget available to support all vocatiopal education programs.

Assumptions:
1.

Once a student enters a program. the cost incurred is the same whether he finishes
or drops out.

2.

Enrollment levels and drop-out rates are the same for all years in the planning period.
so for multi-year programs the annual cost for the program is the same as the cost of
sending a cohort all the sway through the program.

Constraint:

ja 1

2$

dirD,D

0=0

E ct'
h ttii

xdoh

S

Remark: If program costs for the various combinations of "doh" cannot be differentiated,
the constraint can he written as
1

=1

CJ

E

o=0.6

d=D,O

doh

h=H,f1

(\3"

where: C = the average program cost per student in service area j for anv personal
categoty
."

E.

Total Number of Constraints

e

From sections:

A:

j

B:
2J-1
C:
3
D: I
Examples: the general case, and when J7 and j=8

Total tj) a 2J
3
Total (j=7) =128 4- 7
Total UNS) = 256 +

3 a 138
+ 3 a 267
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